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In this paper, we will introduce and compare a number of definitions of 
oscillations for vectorial delay differential equations. Oscillatory properties 
of equations have received the most attention in the scalar case. For this 
case, there have been a great many contributions. Without any attempt to 
be complete, we can quote notably [ 1, 3, 9, 12, 14, 151. Recently, a book 
was devoted to this subject [16]. Let us also mention a contribution by 
G. Seifert [ 181. 
For the vector case, several generalizations were undertaken, notably 
by J. M. Ferreira and I. Gyori [S]. We can also mention a recent paper 
by J. Wiener and K. L. Cooke [21] for delay equations with piecewise 
constant arguments, 
However, no systematic study of the very notion of oscillation seems to 
have been done in the vector case, despite the fact that we can envision 
there a number of possible choices. 
Our purpose in this paper is to present some of them, among which are 
a weak notion and a strong notion (Definition 6). A generate will be per- 
formed in a restricted class of equations, those which generate an order 
preserving semi-flow. In such a class, we will prove that both notions are 
equivalent to each other. The significance of oscillations in monotone semi- 
flows was recently underlined. In [2], it has been shown that oscillatory 
properties characterize the asymptotic behavior. We refer to [3,4, 63 for 
other developments on this subject. 
1. DEFINITIONS OF OSCILLATIONS IN THE VECTOR CASE 
For a real function, the oscillatory character can be expressed as follows: 
DEFINITION 1. Let x: [to, +oo) + [w, be a continuous function. We will 
say that x is oscillatory (or, oscillates) if for every t 3 to, there exists t’ B r, 
such that x(t’) = 0. 
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We will say that x is strictly oscillatory if for every t 2 t,, there exist t’, 
t” z to, such that x( t’) . x( t”) < 0. 
For functions with values in KY, there are at least two possible ways of 
extension : 
(i) Oscillation depends on the order. In this paper, we will restrict 
ourselves to the usual order induced by (R+)n. 
Let us take this opportunity to recall a few notations. 
Notation 1. We will denote < the usual order on R” : xd yoy-XE 
(R + )“. By x < y we mean that y - x is in the interior of (R’+ )“, that is, for 
each j, 1 <jQn, yj-xj>O. 
Notation 2. For any space of continuous functions of the type 
C = C( [ -I-, 01, KY), r > 0, we will denote d the order induced on C by the 
usual order on R”, 
C+ will denote the cone of nonnegative functions. By cp < I,$ we mean that 
II/ - cp lies in the interior of C+, 
(ii) For a given order, there are infinitely many possible choices. We 
will content ourselves with four of them, starting from the most intuitive, 
which in fact is the most frequently used in the literature [7, 8, 211. 
DEFINITION 2. Let x: [t,, + co [ -+ R” be a continuous function. x is said 
to be oscillatory (resp. strictly oscillatory) if each component of x is so, in 
the sense of Definition 1 (resp. strictly oscillatory). 
DEFINITION 3. x is said to be oscillatory if at least one of its com- 
ponents is oscillatory in the sense of Definition 1 (strictly oscillatory, 
accordingly). 
For linear systems, we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for that all solutions 
of equation 
dx 
-&= Lx, (1) 
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(where L denotes a linear continuous map from C = C( [ - r, 01, iw”) 
(r < t-co) into W) be strictly oscillatory in the sense qf Definition 3 is that 
the characteristic equation associated to (1) 
has no real root. 
d(l) = det(AZ- L(e’,)) (2) 
This result is in fact a consequence of two well known properties for 
solutions of (1). 
LEMMA 1 [ 111. Let x be a solution of (1). Then: 
(i) either, there exists t,, such that x(t)=O, t 2 t,,, 
(ii) or, there exists a E [w, such that lim sup, _ +X e mUI lx(t)\ > 0. 
LEMMA 2 [ 11. Suppose x verifies (ii) in Lemma 1. Then, for some 
integer m, some positive number E, and a finite ,family ei.krvk, k E I, with all 
i.,‘s having the same real part c( and vk a constant vector in @“, we can write 
x(t)=t”Re(x eLkll’*!+o(trne”). 
We will now state two other definitions of an oscillatory vector valued 
function. 
DEFINITION 4. Let I: R” + R, be a continuous function such that 
Z(0) = 0; Z(x)30 for ~20; Z(x)<0 for x<O. 
We will say that x is Z-oscillatory (resp. strictly Z-oscillatory) if the function 
t -+ Z(x(t)) is oscillatory (resp. strictly oscillatory) in the sense of Defini- 
tion 1. 
DEFINITION 5 [2]. x is said to be oscillatory (resp. strictly oscillatory) 
if there exists to such that for t 2 t,, 
inf(.u;(s):sbt, 1fi<n}d0’~sup{,~,(s):.~>t,1<i<n} (3) 
(resp. (3) with strict inequalities). 
Remark 1. The last two definitions may seem to be very far from the 
intuitive concept of oscillation. For example, consider a function x(t) = 
(x,(t), x2(t)), with values in R2, such that x,(t) < 0 (resp. x2(t) > 0) for t 
large enough. Such a function is oscillatory in the sense of Definition 5, 
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while its components do not oscillate. Nonetheless, such a definition intro- 
duces itself naturally in certain cases, particularly, in the monotone case. 
In the last section of this paper, we will prove that in some classes of 
monotone equations, oscillation in the sense of Definition 5 implies oscilla- 
tion in the sense of Definition 3. 
We end this section with a preliminary straightforward comparison 
result. 
PROPOSITION 2. Oscillation in the sense of Definition 2 * oscillation in 
the sense of Definition 3 * oscillation in the sense of Definition 4 * oscilla- 
tion in the sense of Definition 5. 
In view of Proposition 2, we will consider two notions in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 6. Let x be a function from [t,, +co [ into R”. We will say 
that x oscillates strongly (or, is strongly oscillatory) if x oscillates in the 
sense of either Definition 2 or Definition 3; and, x oscillates weakly (or, is 
weakly oscillatory) if it oscillates in the sense of either Definition 4 or 
Definition 5. 
2. A FUNDAMENTAL EXISTENCE RESULT FOR OSCILLATORY SOLUTIONS 
We consider delay differential systems of a cooperative type, as studied 
in [19]: see also [13]. 
dx 
-& = F(t, Xl). (4) 
Here, F denotes a map from [to, +cc) x C into R” (C = C( [ -r, 01, W)), 
A fundamental set of assumptions on F is 
HYPOTHESIS (H 1). F is continuous on its domain, sends bounded sets of 
C into bounded sets of R”, and is such that Eq. (4) has one and only one 
solution starting from any given data (tI, cp), t, 2 t,, cp in C. 
Finally, we assume that for each i, 1 < i < n, and every pair 40, $ in C, such 
that cp < $ and q{(O) = G,(O), we have Fi(t, cp) < Fi(t, II/), for t 2 t,. 
PROPOSITION 3. Under the assumption (H,), the solution operator 
associated to Eq. (4) is order preserving; that is, for each pair cp, II/ in C, with 
cp < II/, and every t, > to, if x=x(t) (resp. y = y(t)) is the solution of (4) 
verifying x,, = cp (resp. y,, = $), then 
x(t) d y(t), tat,. 
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Proof: This statement is slightly more general than the one stated in 
[191. 
In order to prove it, we first look at a modified problem, changing F 
(resp. $) into F” (resp. $“). 
Denote by ei, 1 d id n, the natural basis of R” defined by (e,), = 0 if i #j, 
(e,)i= 1, by 2 the vector of R” with all components equal to 1. We define 
9” = lj + Et?, E > 0. 
We now choose a C” function 8, defined on R, with a support in 
]-l,+l[, and such that 020, irw &x)dx=l. 
For each E > 0, let P(x) = (l/s) 8(x/s). F” is defined componentwise as 
We can check that F” satisfies the same assumptions as F, except possibly 
for the uniqueness of solutions of the equation associated to F”. Moreover, 
from its definition, we can see that F:(t, xej + cp) can be differentiated with 
respect to x, and the derivative is bounded on bounded sets. 
Denote by xc (resp. y”) the solution starting from cp (resp. Ic/“) at t = 1,. 
We will show that for 1 < i Q n, and t 3 t,, we have xl(t) < J$( t). For that, 
we consider 
F:(t, II/“)--F:(t, cp)=Fy(t, $“)- Fy(t, cp,(O)e,+(rC/“-t,by(O)e,)) 
+ F:(t, vi(O) e,+ (I)‘: - $l(O) e,)) - Fy(t, cp) 
= A(t) + B(f). 
The quantity A(t) can be bounded below by -k[$f(O)- vi(O)] (assuming 
that tjf(O) > q,(O)). 
B(t) d 0 if $:(0) - vi(O) 2 $y(O) - q,(O), -r < 0 < 0. 
Define 
z(t) = ek’[y;(t) -x:(t)]. 
Notice that at a point t such that z(t) = min{z(s), s E [t-r, t] } and 
z(t) 2 0, we have 
yf(t) - x;(t) Q ek’“-“(y;(s) - x;(s)), 
<min{Y;(s)-x;(s), SE [t-r, t]}. 
Therefore, at such a point, (d/dt) z(t) 2 0. 
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From standard considerations in differential inequalities, we deduce that 
min z(s) is non-decreasing, 
r--r<s<t 
and since it is > 0 at t = I,, we conclude that this is true for each t 2 t, , and 
consequently y:(t)-xy(t)>O, for tat,, l<iia. 
Now, letting E go to zero, the uniqueness assumption yields the 
convergence of xE and JJ’ towards the solutions x and y of Eq. (4) starting 
from cp and II/. The inequality passes to the limit, which gives the desired 
conclusion. 
We will now consider the existence of oscillating solutions. For this 
purpose, we have to impose a stronger monotonicity condition. Following 
[19], we introduce the 
DEFINITION 7. System (4) is said to be strongly monotone if(i) it verifies 
(H,), and (ii) for q < #, cp # $, there exists t2 3 t,, such that x, < y,, t 2 t,. 
HYPOTHESIS (H,). System (4) is strongly monotone. 
THEOREM 1. Assume system (4) verl$es (H,). Choose q, $ in C, t, 2 t,, 
cp < 0 6 II/, cp # 0, $ # 0, q and Ic/ being linearly independent. Then, among the 
family of convex combinations of cp and II/, (1 - 1) cp + A$, 0 < 1,< 1, there is 
at least one for some 2, 0 < 2 < 1, such that the solution of (4) starting from 
(1 - X) cp + X$ at t = t, is weakly oscillatory. 
Proof: A similar proof has been made in the scalar case in [3, 51. It 
uses an intermediate value principle. Precisely, let us define the sets ,4 + 
(resp. .K)={O<~<l:x(t,t,,(l-n)cp+iij)$O (resp. $0) for t 
large}. We observe readily that 1 E /1+, 0 E n -, and by monotonicity of the 
solution operator (Proposition 3), n + and ,4 - are intervals. 
If n + u/i - is properly contained in [0, I], the conclusion of the 
theorem is verified. So, let us consider the situation where ,4 + u /1- = 
[O, 11. Noting that n + n /1- = 0, except if we had x(t) = 0 for t large, 
which is excluded in the definition of /i ?, we then have two possibilities: 
either,/i-=[O,a[and~+=[a,l],or/1-=[O,a]and~+=]a,l].In 
both cases, we have 0 -C a < 1. 
Let us study the first case. The other one will follow the same line. Set 
z(t)=x(t, I,, (l-a)~+$), aeA+. Therefore, we have z(t) 2 0, #O, for t 
large enough. And since the system is strongly monotone, this implies that 
for t > tZ, z(t) > 0 (for some tz). 
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But, the continuity of the solution operator implies that, for some c( > 0. 
and each A, a - c1< I <a, we still have 
xrzfr(tr (1 -A)cp+i+)>O, #O, for all t3t2. 
This implies that ]a - a, a] c A +, in contradiction with the definition of a. 
So, A + u A # [0, 11, which yields the desired conclusion. 
We would like to underline that oscillations guaranteed by Theorem 1 
are of the weak type (as in Definition 5). We will now determine a class of 
monotone systems for which all oscillating solutions are in fact strongly 
oscillating. This class verifies a set of assumptions that we will present in 
the next section. 
3. ASSUMPTIONS FOR STRONG OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOUR 
HYPOTHESIS (H3). The characteristic equation of Eq. (1) (i.e., (2)) has 
one and only one real root. This root has multiplicity one. 
Let us notice that the cooperative systems, when irreducible, verify part 
of (H3). For such systems, there is only one root with the largest real part. 
This root is a real number, and it has multiplicity one (see [ 191). 
Let us now present a system of equations for which (H3) holds. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
dx, 
dr= -d,x,(t) + l,hr) 
dx, 
dt= -&x,(t) + 1,(x,,). 
(5) 
The assumptions on the coefficients are d,, d, > 0, and 
I,, 1, are positive linear functionals on C( [ -r, 01, R). 
The characteristic equation is 
A(A) = (2” + d,)(l+ d,) - l,(e”.) lz(ei..). 
LEMMA 3. Assume that in addition to the above conditions, 1, and d, 
verifv 
l,(OeCdH) < -1, i= 1,2. 
Then, A(l) = 0 has a single real root, which moreover has multiplicity one. 
409’160 I-I') 
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For system (4) we consider the following property 
HYPOTHESIS (H4). Let x be a solution of (4), such that x oscillates 
weakly and does not oscillate strongly. Then, x(t) -+ 0 as t -+ + co. 
We will mention two examples of systems verifying (H4). 
EXAMPLE 2. 
1 <i<n. (6) 
This class was introduced by I. Gyori [lo], and studied notably in [2], 
where it has been proved that under monotonicity assumptions and other 
assumptions we will not detail here, all weakly oscillating solutions go to 
zero as t + -t-co. Further properties regarding the oscillations, notably to 
find out whether or not they are strong, were not considered. As an 
application of our main result, we will see in the next section that the 
oscillations are strong indeed for some restricted subclass of equations (6). 
EXAMPLE 3. Here, we consider a system of n populations in which each 
population benefits from its two immediate neighbours [20]. This yields 
the following family of equations: 
dx, 
x = -djxj(t) + Nj(xj- 1 t) + Mj(xj+ 1 t), l<j<n 
dx, 
x = -4 xl(t) + N,(x, A + M&z ,I 
dx, 
x= -&x,(t) + N,(x,- 1,) + MAX, t). 
(71, 
We assume that for 1 Q i< n, di > 0, and the functions Nj and Mi are 
defined on C continuous, and such that 
Ni(V) and Mi(q) B 0, for ~20, cp#O. 
We will look more specially at two cases: 
(i) Two Populations (n = 2). 
(712 
dx, dt= -4x,(t) + M,b,,) 
dx, -= -d2x2(t) + Mz(x,J. 
dt 
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In addition to the above, we assume that 
skn(cp). M;(v) 2 0, when cp has a constant sign, i = 1, 2. 
We denote 
mi(x) = M,(x), i= 1, 2, 
where X stands for the constant function, equal to x. And, thus, we assume 
that 
(d,x + m*(x)). (4x + Q(X)) I=- 0, for x#O. 
LEMMA 4. Under the above assumptions, let x=x(t) = (x,(t), x2(t)) be a 
solution of(7)*. Suppose that,for some t,, we have xI(t).xz(t)<O, t>t,. 
Then x(t) -+ 0, us t + co. 
(ii) Three Populations (n = 3). 
LEMMA 5. Under the above assumptions, let x = (x,(t), x*(t), x3(t)) be a 
solution of (7)3. Suppose that, for some t,,, we have 
x,(t) < 0 -c min{x,(t), x,(t)}, t3 t,. 
Then x, is increasing and converges to a number XT < 0; M,(x,,) and N,(xjr) 
are in L’(t,, +oo). 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that, in addition to the above hypotheses, we have 
d, d2. d, > 0 and IM,(cp)l>Ofor ~20, cpf0. 
Let x be a solution of (7), such that x is bounded above on its domain and 
the components of x keep a constant sign after some to, two of them having 
opposite signs. Then x(t) -+ 0 as t + 00. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that there exist constants c,, c2 > 0, such that the 
inequality 
holds for every cp in C, cp > 0 or cp < 0, where [i] = i, for i = 1, 2, 3, [4] = 1, 
[5] = 2. Assume moreover that hypotheses made in Lemma 6 hold too. Let 
x be a solution of (7)3 such that x oscillates weakly and x does not oscillate 
strongly. Then x(t) + 0 as t + +oo. 
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An example of systems (7), verifying the conditions of Lemma 7 is when 
Mi and Nj are of the type 
I being a positive linear functional on IRON, 0 <f(e) <f < +co. 
The proofs of all these lemmas are deferred to [17]. 
We need another assumption for our comparison results. 
HYPOTHESIS (H,). The nonlinear equation (4) does not have any solution 
x, such that each component of x is #O for each t large enough and x(t) + 0 
faster than any exponential, as t + +co. 
Hypothesis (H,) is in fact an “abstract” hypothesis. We will see in 
Proposition 4 that it is implied by the following two made simultaneously: 
HYPOTHESIS (H,,). For the linear part of (4), the following decomposi- 
tion holds: 
Ucp) = 44 -r) + I:,+ 4(e) do), 
where A is nonsingular and lim(~(8): 8 + -r} = q( -r). 
HYPOTHESIS (H,.,). For the nonlinear part of equation (4), represented 
by f: C + R”, we assume the existence of functions f,, gj, ja 1, all defined 
from R+ into R+ and such that lim sup{fi(u)/u, u + 0} = 0, 
lim su~{(C” g,(u))/ u, u + 0} = 0, and a sequence zj, j B 1, 0 < rj d r, such 
that 
If( <lo fi(l~(Nl)de+ ? gj(Icp(-Ql). 
-r j=l 
4. MAIN RESULT: EQUIVALENCE OF WEAK AND STRONG OSCILLATIONS 
IN THE MONOTONE CASE 
We will first consider the linear case. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that Eq. (1) satisfies the following condition: the 
equation is monotone and vertf?es (H,) and the semi-group associated to (1) 
is irreducible. 
Then the notions of weak and strong oscillations are the same in the set of 
the solutions of (1). 
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Proof: First of all, we should note that, in view of Proposition 2, strong 
oscillation implies weak oscillation. So, we only have to prove the converse. 
We will do that by contradiction. 
Suppose x oscillates weakly and does not oscillate strongly, so that there 
exists a number t, with the property that for t 3 t,, j= 1, . . . . n, x,(t) #O, 
and for at least two integers k, 1, xk(f). x,(t) < 0. In view of Lemmas 1 and 
2, we can find a finite family of complex numbers ik, k E I, Re ik = CI, an 
integer m, and vectors vk in C=“, such that 
x(t) - Re tm 1 
( 
eikfvk = o(t”e”‘). 
ksl > 
Assuming that some of the A,‘s are complex implies that at least one com- 
ponent of x oscillates, in contradiction with the assumption made on x. 
Thus, the 2,‘s are real and, in view of (H3), there is only one such A,, 
>%k = %*. And because of the irreducibility hypothesis, i* corresponds to a 
vector v* with all positive entries. 
We obtain the following asymptotic representation formula for X: 
x(t) = ei*‘u* + o(e”*‘) 
(m = l), which implies that all the components of x have the same sign at 
infinity in contradiction with the assumption made on x. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2. 
We will now concentrate on the nonlinear case. More specifically, we will 
study a perturbation of the linear case, holding the same hypotheses as in 
Theorem 2 for the linear part. In addition, we will assume that the linear 
equation is of the hyperbolic type; that is, the characteristic equation has 
no root with a zero real part. 
The nonlinear part is such that 
for some 6 > 0, we have If(p)I d 0( IQ~‘,‘“). 
The full equation reads as 
$= Lx,+f(x,). 
Our first result is of an independent interest. 
(8’ 
PROPOSITION 4. The assumptions are as stated above. Let x be a solution 
of(S), such that x(t) + 0, as t + +oo. Then, either the principal part of x( t) 
at infinity is a finite (#O) linear combination of exponential solutions of 
Eq. ( 1) (the linearized equation), or x(t) + 0 faster than any exponential. 
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A detailed proof of this result can be found in [17]. It is based on exten- 
sive use of a formula given in [l 11, which characterizes positively bounded 
solutions in the case of hyperbolic systems 
x,= T(t)x,S+ j; T(r-s)X,Sf(x,)ds+j’ T(t-s)X:f(x,)ds. 
m 
Here, S and U stand for the stable and unstable linear manifolds associated 
to (1 ), T(t) is its solution semi-group, and the maps q -+ (p’, cp -+ (p” are 
the projections onto S, U, so that qps + cp” = cp. 
PROPOSITION 5. Assume that Eq. (8) verifies assumptions (H,.) and 
(H,.). Then, it also satisfies assumption (H,). 
We will prove this result by means of the Laplace transform. We start 
with preliminary estimates for Laplace transforms of x(t) and f(x,). 
LEMMA 8. Under assumptions (H,.) let x: [0, co) -+ IF%” be a function 
such that each component of x keeps a constant sign and x(t) + 0, t + GO 
faster than any exponential. 
Denote z(s) = (2x)(s), h(s) = T(f(x,))(s) (Yfor the Laplace transform). 
Then z and h have analytic extensions over the whole complex field C. 
Moreover, the following estimate holds: 
h(s) = o(e’“’ ‘/z(s)/), s+ -co. 
Let us prove Lemma 8 first. The first part of the claim is an immediate 
consequence of the definition of Laplace transform and the fact that, in 
view of (H,.), if x(t) --) 0 as t + +co then f(x,) + 0 with at least the same 
order. 
To prove the estimate on h, notice that, in view of (H5,,), we have 
Ih( G jam eesr o, fI(~x(t+O)l)dsJI+~O~ e-“’ f gj(Jx(t-zj)l)dt. 
j=l 
(9) 
We can look separately at each of the quantities in the right side of the 
inequality. We will restrict ourselves to the first quantity in this paper, and 
defer to [17] the study of the other one. 
Jbx e-“’ j”, 
0 
f,(lx(t+O)I)dedt< s s --r om e-‘lfi( Ix(t + @I) dt de. 
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using the fact that f,(x(t)) is bounded. The constant c(T) is such that 
c(T)<K.T. 
On the other hand, we have 
0 5 s o(‘ e -r T  -“fi(~x(t+O)~)dtd~=~” es0 jX e-“‘fi(lx(t)l)l dtdtl. -r T+H 
Using (H,..) and the fact that x(t) + 0 as t + $00, we obtain 
for t> T-r, where E(T) +O as T+ +co. This yields 0 a2 s s -r T  ep”‘f,(lx(t+O)l)dtdBdE(T) !^,” e-~s’ Ix(t)1 dt. 
Note that throughout this paper 1x1 = Cr=, 1x,1, for x in R”. Taking into 





-” Ix(t)\ dt = jom e+‘x(t) dti = Iz(s)l, 
and, thus, 0 5 s s e-“‘fl(lx(t+8)()dtd6de”“r~E(T)~Iz(s)\. (11) -r r 
Putting (10) and (11) together, we obtain 
fi( Ix(t + f3)/) de dt < eisiTc( T) + eislrE( T) [z(s)\. (12) 
The other quantity in (9) can be estimated by a similar expression, yielding 
the following estimate on h: 
Ih( <~(T)e’“‘~+.s(T)e’“” Iz(s)l 
= els” Iz(s)l 
elsl’T-r) 
E(T) + c(T) ~z(s)l 1 . (13) 
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A fundamental, while elementary, observation on z(s) is that 
/z(s)/ + +cc faster than any exponential as s -+ -co. 
In fact, we have 
Iz(s)l = jam e-“’ Ix(t)1 dt2 jrrn e-S’ Ix(t)1 dt 
> elslr s mIx(t)1 dt, this for every z > 0. r 
We are now in a position to conclude the proof of Lemma 8. Let E > 0 
be fixed, and choose T > 0 such that s(T) < ~12. After this choice has been 
made, we can find a number s0 < 0 such that 
4 T) 
j? Ix(t)1 dt e-r’so’<;’ 
Therefore, we get [h(s)1 <elslr Iz(s)l .E, for s<sO, which yields the second 
part of Lemma 8. 
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 4. We will proceed by con- 
tradiction. Suppose that for some x, solution of (8), we have xi(t) # 0, for 
each t large enough, j = 1, . . . . n, and xi(t) -+ 0, as t -+ co, faster than any 
exponential. 
Taking the Laplace transform of Eq. (8) yields 
sz(s) -x(O) = Lz(Lx,)(s) + h(s). 
The quantity Y(Lx,)(s) can be written as a sum, 
-Y(Lx,)(s) = d(s) + L(e”,) . z(s), 
where b(s) = str es6 dq(8) (ji eeS’ x(t) dt). 
We notice that 4 grows at most exponentially as s --, --co : 
I@(s)1 6 ce”“. (14) 
Equation (8) takes the form 
z(s) = [d- L(e”.)] -’ (x(O) + d(s) + h(s)}. (15) 
In view of (H,..), the following estimate holds with some si < 0: 
I[sZ-L(e”.)]-‘1 <ce-‘“I’, S<Sl. (16) 
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Using estimates (14) and (16) in the formula (15) we obtain 
Iz(s)l 6 ce-‘““[ Ix(O)\ + celsl’ + elslr Iz(s)l . E(S)], 
which leads to Iz(s)l <c+ Iz(s)l E(S), and from that, we deduce that Iz(s)\ 
is uniformly bounded, 
Iz(s)l 6c’< +a, 
in contradiction with a previous remark that [z(s)1 -+ +a as s -+ --CD. 
The necessary ingredients have been now collected to allow us to state 
and prove our main result. This is a result for equations which are pertur- 
bations of a linear equation. The model is Eq. (8). We will stick to the same 
notations as for Eq. (8): L means the linear part while f(cp) denotes a 
nonlinear perturbation. Our assumptions refer to these two functions. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that (H , ) through (H5) are verified, and, moreover, 
that 
f(fp)=O(lcpI&+,+“) for some 6>0, 
and the characteristic equation associated to L has no root with a zero real 
part. Then for the solutions of (8), the notions of weak and strong oscillations 
coincide. 
Proof: Let us prove that if x, a solution of (8) oscillates weakly, it also 
oscillates strongly (the converse follows from Proposition 2). We will do it 
by contradiction, thus assuming that for some solution x, we have x,(t) # 0 
for every t >, t,, j= 1, . . . . n, and xk(t) .x,(t) ~0, t >, t,, for at least two 
indices k and 1. Therefore, we deduce from (HA) that x(t) + 0 as t + + co. 
It follows from Proposition 3 that either x is equivalent to a combination 
of exponential solutions of the linear equation dx/dt = Lxt, or, x(t) -+ 0 
faster than any exponential. 
Suppose that x(t) -+ 0 exponentially. Then, there exist an integer m, 
complex numbers A,, k E I (finite set), Re A, = sl, and constant vectors vI, 
in C” such that 
x(t) - tm Re f 1 e’k’uk = o( Ye”‘). \ (17) 
If one of the 2,‘s is real, it follows from (H,) that the set I has only one 
element, Ak = A* is the largest eigenvalue, it has multiplicity one (m = O), 
and has an eigenvector u* > 0. 
From (17), we deduce that, in this case, all the components of x(t) have 
the same sign at infinity, in contradiction with the assumption made on x. 
So the A,‘s are complex numbers. 
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Therefore, at least one of the components of t”’ Re(Cks, e”k’u,), say the 
jth one, oscillates. Precisely, it is of the form t”e*‘g(t), with g an almost- 
periodic non-zero function, which oscillates. 
So, we have 
t-“eC&‘x,(t)=g(t)+o(l), 
and in view of properties of almost-periodic functions [see [17]] we 
obtain that 
lit? :f g(t) < 0 < lim sup g(t), 
,+a3 
which implies that xj(t) changes signs on each interval [to, +ao), in 
contradiction with the assumption ‘on x. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
CONCLUSION 
We elaborated on the notion of oscillations for solutions of systems of 
equations, pointing out notably a weak notion and a strong one. We 
showed (Theorem 1) that in a large class of equations the weak notion 
is constructive, while the strong one-though of a more intuitive 
significance-is a more delicate concept to handle. 
We showed that in quite a large class of nonlinear equations these two 
notions coincide (Theorem 3). In [17] an example where Theorem 3 
applies has been dealt with in detail. For lack of space, this example has 
not been included here. 
A previous study of equations of this type was undertaken in [2] and 
brought to light a close connection between weak oscillation and the 
asymptotic behaviour (solutions which oscillate go to zero at infinity), but 
nothing was said there on the nature of oscillations. 
Possible extensions of the present study can be easily envisioned, notably 
in order to overcome assumption (H, ) (on the number of real roots), and 
the hyperbolicity assumption. 
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